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Five starred clues have no definition and combine to something not seen on buses.
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Across
1 Streisand's parts flying over New York, perhaps (5,3,7)
9 * Unending blasphemy following last judgement (5'1)
10 * Expert begins boring well (8)
11 Most audacious party leader is Roman (8)
14 Two tailless birds, one coming back to come out (6)
17 * Fool injury - eye smashed (5,4,4)
20 A lamp adjusted thus flashes trouble, lifting it in powerful
container (13)
23 Angelic child stealing tri-tip from disorganised butcher (6)
25 * Refuse return of victorious canine (2,3,3)
28 Hidden from view, pregnancy doctors smoked (8)
29 Sounds like nose is broken (6)
30 * Fights back about first place, ending with riotous angry
din (4,8,3)
Down
2 Garment for unconventional theorist not taking extended
foreign trip (1-5)
3 Regular room rates are scams (5)
4 Setter will sound passage (5)

5 Dictator removes warehouse (5)
6 Anarchic author includes conclusion of disobedience?! (7)
7 Lacking significance found in an earlier version (5)
8 Inelegant place, fit for pigs, sells drug indiscriminately (9)
12 Exploding bhaji covers head and face of Pakistani woman,
perhaps (5)
13 Infections of the eyes (eyes, not the head), under way (5)
15 Regretting derelict legend (5)
16 Money does grow on trees! (4,5)
17 Nest sounds weird (5)
18 Surpass unfashionable party (5)
19 Short African animal heard sardonic refusal (5)
21 Boycott, rising to grab me, tripped (7)
22 Deformed melons - not funny (6)
24 Came first and second in theatre review (5)
25 Lowest point of broken drain (5)
26 Brainboxes: ones after information (5)
27 Passing gin around, propping up dry containers (5)

